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welcome

seekers

searchers

explorers

questioners

the journey

is vast and unravels

in mysterious

and glorious ways

enjoy

-akw-



1

illusory life

a visual dance

creating reality

in color, form, and texture

but an eye can play

tricks on its owner

as can all the senses

so what is real

and what is not

it’s important

to keep asking

questions



3

Possibilities

ponder this and that

wonder what can and what can’t

take off the limits, go explore

find freedom in knowing

there’s always more

endless options lead the way

beautiful possibilities every day
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found

release and expand

a different kind of living

where peace can be found
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i will choose life

Introspective

Wondering and inquisitive

I seek

Living out

Loving out

Curious and questioning

Honestly

Openly

Oh, the life

Seeking truth

Every day choices

Luring me

Inside I know

Follow the light

Engage life abundantly
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think

To have more questions

than answers, shows a strong mind;

thinking for oneself.



11

uncover

Displacing shadows

from what I perceived to be;

uncovering light.
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quandary

The more I’m aware,

the more I know I am not;

that’s the quandary.



15

growth

Life’s tensions create

opportunity for growth 

to stretch and strengthen.
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111

My Only question

life is a collection of moments

whatever they may be

the choice is mine to determine

what it is I see

there will always be peaks and valleys

there will be both sun and rain

how I choose to look at it

will determine my joy or pain

nothing set before me

is written in concrete or stone

I am the author of my story

my destiny is my own

I can play a victim

or I can overcome

how I respond to what’s before me

is determined by only one

there is no right or wrong

there is no pass or fail

when I breathe my last breath

my only question will be...

did I live heaven or did I live hell



113

boldly

To experience

life in its extravagance

one must live boldly.



115

in joy

I find myself to be more in joy

when I am in the moment

than when I am

in my head.



117

life

Life is cyclical

from this dimension to the

next, never-ending.



119

time

time is but a phantom

a man-made construct

a dictator to our wheres and whens

running our life

taking our hands

guiding where schedules won’t end

the sun will rise

the sun will set

but time does not exist

all that once was

all that there is

remains a constant mist



121

our bodies will come

our bodies will go

but even they won’t resist

time is but a phantom

an inevitable construct

that we create

to generate

a life

that makes sense

to us



123

where do you live

Some

live in the future.

Some

live in the past.

Some

live in the here and now.

The latter

is where life exists.



125

keep shining

Like the moon and the stars

that help us see

one foot in front of the other

so our light within

helps light the world around.

No matter how dark

keep shining my friend

for every bit of light helps

purge the darkness

from our world.



127

i hypothesize

Please

don’t hold me

to account tomorrow

for what I say today.

I am growing and evolving

in a fascinating way.

Just when I think I have some answers

I counter my own points of view

which leads me to new thinking

I choose to hold on to.

It’s a never-ending cycle,

a spider-webbed thought process;

all this unraveling of what I say,

leads to new insights I do confess.



129

This pushing and this pulling

of my original thought

it’s a swirling in my brain

as I consider what is and what is not.

Sometimes it makes sense

sometimes it’s a bust

so please don’t hold my ideas against me

for that would be unjust.

I am growing and evolving

in a wondrous way.

for transformation is my journey

as I seek The Way.



keepquestions
asking



closing words

Narrow is the path 

for those who question

Less traveled is the path 

with the roughest terrain

The most rewarding path 

has the most glorious perspective

And it awaits those 

who are brave

-akw-



01 Illusory Life

03 Possibilities 

05 Found 

07 I Will Choose Life

09 Think

11 Uncover  

13 Quandary 

15 Growth

17 This Moment 

19 A Curious Mind

21 Therefore

23 Hungry

25 Within

27 Puzzle 

29 Alignment 

31 Faith 

33 One Hundred Percent

35 Clarity 
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37 Other Worlds

39 Surprised 

41 Beautifully Imperfect 

43 Dig

45 Wisdom 

47 Uncertainty

49 Sun, Moon, and Stars

51 Truth 

53 Be Free

57 Hidden

59 Stand

61 Magnifier

63 Awaken 

65 Will I

67 Closer   

69 Process 

71 My Journey

73 Bridges 

75 Here and Now

77 Resurrection

79 Lonely Not

81 Questions

83 Perspective

85 The Sun Does Rise

87 Being

89 Lens 

91 Open Hands 

93 Always 

95 Welcome

97 Tapestry

99 Believe

101 Run or Stop

103 Path

105 Options

107 Learn and Grow

109 Tension

111 My Only Question

113 Boldly

115 In Joy

117 Life

119 Time

123 Where Do You Live

125 Keep Shining

127 I Hypothesize
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consider closely

What you first believe may or may not be. 
What you first perceive may actually deceive.

On the cover of this book, is the owl in the concrete tree?

Asking questions leads to discovery,
and discovery leads to more questions.

It all creates new perceptions.

So consider closely, and enjoy
this journey of life.
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